and construct a n infinite K such that every intersection K n Ki is either finite or co-finite. Each cpi is equivalent to a first-order sentence in K. Thus M1 does not follow from the restriction of M2 to formulas without free variables.
The main results of this paper are two model theoretic constructions, one deterministic and the other randomized, each of which gives a counterexample to the implication M2+M1. Actually, each construction implies the stronger result that M2 fails to imply M1 even when (FO + LFP) is replaced in M2 by an arbitrary countable subset of L",,, see Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 4.1. We present the deterministic construction in full detail in Section 3. The randomized construction is presented in Section 4; but, some of the proofs are omitted due to lack of space.
Both constructions depend on the fact that the language L&.,, and thus (FO + LFP) is unable to count the number of vertices in a large clique. The deterministic construction extends naturally t o Theorem 3.13: an extension of our counterexample to the stronger language (FO + LFP + COUNT) in which counting is present.
Recall that (FO + ITER), is first-order logic plus an unbounded iteration operator (equivalent to the "while", and "partial fixed point" operators). It is known that the language (FO + ITER) captures PSPACE on ordered structures [I82, VI. Abitebool and Vianu [AV] showed that P = PSPACE if and only if, (FO + LFP) = (FO + ITER) on all sets of finite structures.
In light of this, another interesting consequence of the deterministic construction is Corollary 3.14 which says that if P is not equal to PSPACE, then there is a set of finite structures on which FO = (FO + LFP), 1043-687V94 $3.00 0 1994 IEEE ~ h i t on which FO # (FO + ITER).
Background
We briefly recall some background material. More information on Descriptive Complexity and Finite Model Theory can be found for example in [I891 and [GI.
Proviso Structures are finite. Vocabularies are finite and do not contain function symbols of positive ilrity. In particular, the vocabulary of any L",,-formala is finite. Classes of structures are closed under isomorphism.
0 If AI is a structure then /Ail is the universe of AI. I f S is a nonempty subset of A I (that is, of [ A l l ) then A 1 1 S is the induced substructure with universe 5.
A n r-a.ry global relation p on a class K of structiires of the same vocabulary is a function that, given n st,ructure A I E K , produces an r-ary (local) relation In this paper, an infinitary f o r m d a means an L",, formula of finite vocabulary. Recall that L.",,, is the generalization of first-order logic that allows arbitrary infinite conjunctions and disjunctions provided that t.he total number of individual variables, bound or free, i n the resulting formula is finite [B] . In other words, infinitarv formulas are built from atomic formulas by means of negation, existential quantification, universal quantification and the following rule: We will let the graph 0)' = (Vi, E j ) be a directed segment of length j -1: We are now ready to state our main theorem: The proof of Theorem 3.1 has two main ideas. The tirst is the idea of a standard oracle construction from Structural Complexity Theory. The second is Lemma 3.5: a formula in (FO + LFP) with only k distinct variables cannot distinguish a k-clique from any larger clique. We divide the proof up into several parts, that of the oracle construction (Section 3.1), that with one free variable (Section 3.2), and finally the general case (Section 3.3).
With Lots of Relation Symbols
In this subsection we concentrate on the oracle constroction by temporarily introducing infinitely many n e w relation symbols of each arity: Rl, i , j 2 1. For convenience in the proofs we will use the notation var('p) to denote the number of distinct variables free o r bound occurring in p. Let free(p) denote the number of free variables occurring in p. From Equation 3.4, it follows that each A, is equivalent to a first-order formula -in fact, to an atomic formula -for all but finitely many structures. Of course, on any fixed finite structure, the formula A, is equivalent to a first-order formula. 
One Free Variable Case: Relations Replaced by Cliques
Now, we get rid of the new relation symbols, replacing them by cliques attached to the vertices in the D,i's. The main result we will need is that formulas from Lk,.,, i.e. infinitary formulas with a t most k variables, cannot distinguish k-cliques from r-cliques for any r > k. proof This is proved by using the game rf from Fact 2.1. We have to show that the Duplicator has a winning strategy for the k-pebble game on F k and such that, Si does not occur in A, for any r 5 i . To make the deterministic construction easier to understand we begin by doing it just for formulas with onlv one free variable: We next define the sequence of natural numbers: + 2'+'). In the construction of H I we will modify the sizes of cliques that are initiallv of size U,. The modification will add a number of vertices to these cliques while keeping them smaller 
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Equation 3.7 follows from Lemma 3.5 and the fact the the construction of H : for r 2 t proceeds by increasing the size of cliques whose size is a t least U , .
If a is a member of a clique Ca.,, let s = min(i, r ) . 
General Case: Arbitrary Arity
The reason that the general case is more complicated than the arity one case is that we mnst include gadgets that identify tuples of nodes. We then must contend with having arguments from these gadgets and so the arities seem to multiply. We must therefore be careful so that the arities remain bounded.
proof of T h e o r e m 3.1: Let rl, r z , .
. . be a listing of all formulas in (FO + LFP). As we have ment,ioned, arities might multiply. The base arity of the formula r, is f, = free(r',). We will use increased arities A,' < A1 < . . . < A , defined by All = 1 , and inductively, 34, = 1 + ( A -1 ) ( 2 f 7 ) (3.8)
Next define the sequence of natural numbers: wWII < w1 < wz < . . . that will be the sizes of the initial cliques. Let = 0, and inductively, let 'w, = max(var(r,), 1 + w l P 1 + Inductively, assume that Gj-' has been con- To reencode this sequence, we first just copy it.
Next, we have to indicate which vertex in qr:l, a1 i s (It could be the vertex tztl, or a vertex in one of the unused cliques, Ci.lx-l, or in one of the cliques Ikjuation 3.9. In each case, we use the A,-1 extra slots t o encode which of these cases apply'. This is the reaq t t r i fnr the factor of 2 in Equation 3.8 and while this i g slightlv wasteful, it is simple and we are just trying 1 1 , prove that something is finite.
We have just explained how to encode a1 in the first This complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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We should note that Theorem 3.1 did not use any properties of (FO + LFP) except that the language is countable and each formula had a constant number of variables. We thus have the following extension:
Corollary 3.10 Let C be any countable subset of formulas a.bout graphs from LZ,. Then there ezists Q set of finite graphs, 3, that admits unbounded fized points and such that over 3 every formula from C is equivalent to a first-order formula.
Two Extensions and an Open Proble m
The deterministic construction relied heavily on Lemma 3.5. This in turn depends on the fact that
LG,u on unordered structures is not expressive enough to count.
In [CFI] a lower bound was proved on the language (FO + COUNT + LFP). This is a language over two-sorted structures: one sort is the numbers:
(0, 1, . . . , n-1) equipped with the usual ordering. The other sort is the vertices: { v , , , v~, . . ., U ,,,-1) with the edge predicate. The interaction between the two sorts is via counting quantifiers. For example, the formula,
(32 x ) ( o ( x )
means that there exist a t least z vertices x such that cp(x). Here i ranges over numbers and x over vertices. The least fixed point operator may be applied to relations over a combination of number and vertex variables. Define the language ( L + COUNT)",, to be the superset of (FO + COUNT + LFP) obtained by adding counting quantifiers to LG , , .
In [CFI] it is shown that the language (FO + C O U N T S L F P ) -a n d in fact even (L+COUNT)W,,, -does not express all polynomial-time properties, even over structures of color class size four. Such structures are "almost ordered": they consist of an ordered set of n / 4 color classes, each of size four. Only t.he vertices inside these color classes are not ordered. We glean the following fact from [CFI] . will instead flip some copies of T,,, to T,,, in a particular length b chain of T,,'s.
The main differences are that unlike the cliques, there is not an automorphism mapping every point in T,, to every other point in T,,,. Furthermore, T,,, is distinguishable from T,,,+l using a small number of variables.
Let f(j) be the number of formulas that are handled by the structure G,,, and let v ( j ) be ~f ( ,~) , the number of variables to be handled as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Observe that f ( j ) and thus v ( j ) may be chosen to grow very slowly. In particular, we will make sure that f ( j ) , and in fact the number of vertices in each T,,(,?) is less than j . Recall also that the graphs TI, from However, any first-order formula 'p has a fixed nuniber, k , of variables. Thus, to 'p, the noticeable changes drrring the construction involve a t most k PTIME properties. Therefore, S is still not recognizable in FO over C.
0
One special case of McColm's conjecture remains open. This is a fascinating question in complexity theory and logic related to uniformity of circuits and logical descriptions, cf. [BIS] . Consider the structures u c will start with a chain of copies of the graph T,, f r o m Fact 3.11, Then where previously we increased t IIC. size of the clique to code some number 6 of bits, we
The answer to Question 3.15 is "Yes," iff every polynomial-time computable numeric predicate is already computable in (FO + BIT). Equivalently, the answer to Question 3.15 is "Yes," iff deterministic logt iriie uniform AC" is equal to polynomial-time uniform AC", cf. [BIS] . A resolution of this question would thus answer an important question in complexity theo r y .
The Randomized Construction
\*Ve now sketch a quite different construction that ;IISIU disproves McColm's conjecture. Throughout this ct,nstruction, P is a binary predicate. We will prove: 2. Every C-formula is equiva.lent to a first-order form,u.la in K2.
The idea of the proof is relatively simple. Let 1'1, pz, . . . be a list of all C-definable global relations 1 1 1 1 A-,. We attach a graph G to every AI E K1 and ddiiie a projection function from elements of the new sort, to elements of the old sort. Relations p y on the old sort are coded by cliques of G ; a tuple ti belongs t r , prf if and only if there is clique of cardinality i projected in a certain way onto ti. The necessity to h a v e appropriate cliques is the only constraint on G ; otherwise the graph is random. We check that evr r v C-definable global relation reduces by first-order means to C-definable global relations on the old sort and thus is first-order expressible. In fact, we beef C lip tiefore executing the idea.
Lei H be a hypergraph of cardinality 2 2. Dpfinition 4.2 An envelope for H is a {P}-structure I, ' satisfying the following conditions: IHI F' is irreflexive and symmetric on (El -IHJ.
For everv z E (El -( H I , there is a unique a E H ( E l , and P is the identity relation on JHI.
with E t= P ( z , u ) .
For everv U E (HI and every z E IE( -l H ( , E y q u , z). is a sequence (zl, . . . ,z1) of elements of E then F ( 3 ) = ( F ( z l ) , . . . , F ( z i ) 
Gn(k)
GI . E + ( a , Z ) .
H @-(a, F ( 2 ) ) and E
-y(%).
proof Omitted due to lack of space. is C-decidable if there is a n algorithm with oracle s2 that, given a r-structure A4 and a tuple ii of elements of A l of appropriate length, decides whether AI t = p ( a )
or not. In order to prove requirement 2, it suffices to prove that every infinitarv formula with C-decidable global relation is first-order definable in K2.
For any global relation p ( V ) on K1, let pt(o) be the global relation on K2 such that E t = P + ( Z ) -A I k P ( F ( 3 ) proof Clear.
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It is not quite true that (@-)+ is the global relation of t,he formula 9 on K i but this is close to truth. By virt,ue of Theorem 4.18.
@(a, fi)
[ ( @ -) ' ( G , 8 ) A $6) oii K ; . Indeed, consider any Af E K:. Extend 7 1 with individual constants for each element of AI; call the resulting vocabulary q l . Now apply Theorem 4.18 with H = H ( A f ) . By Lemma 4.22, (a-)' is firstrjrder definable in Kz. It follows that 9 is equivalent t o a first-order formula on K;.
